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Battle of the Budget Provokes Priority Questions 
By CANDY FOWLER '71 them." As a result, many budgets sistent with the established policy 
Discussion centered around dis- had to be cut, some severely. of cutting funds for transporta· 
tribution of SOFC funds at last Some alternatives to the present tion off campus. Several possbili· 
Monday's Senate meeting. SOFC, system which might ease the fi- ties for altering this items were 
which must allot funds to all nancial problems SOFC faced considered: the buses could be 
campus organizations, found the were discussed briefly. Sue Sieg· eliminated; the subsidy could be 
battle of the budget somewhat fried '71, chairman of House eliminated and buses continue to 
more traumatic this year because Presidents' Council, felt raising the run at a higher price (between 
of the new $40 activity fee which activity fee would create constern- $1.75 and $2.00 round trip); the 
each student pays in addition to ation since tuition is also slated subsidy could be cut in half and 
tuition. Since the fee is paid by to rise next year. Yet she felt the schedule of buses be cut to 
term, Senate could not be sure of SOFC was expected to pay for far half the current number, all run· 
the exact amount they had avail· too many things out of too little ning at the current price. Mrs. 
able to them; the large number of money. She cited Schneider Cen- Melvin asked if the EB-WELL bus 
seniors graduating in January this ter as an entirely new expense might occasionally be rerouted to 
year, coupled with the usual forms whose funds must come from Sen· pick up passengers in Harvard 
of midterm attrition (leaves of ab· ate. Square, but Mr. Phibbs explained 
scene, transfers, dropouts) may cut Experimental Year that this idea was unfeasible both 
the projected budget of $70,000 Anne Shere '73 wondered if the in terms of time (as anyone who 
(based on 1750 students) consid- edict against charging fees for on- has tried to travel between Logan 
erably. For this reason Senate felt campus events might be reconsid· Airport and Cambridge knows) 
it wise to work within a $65,000 ered for next year, so that receipt~ and space (the EB-WELL bus 
limit, with distribution of other could augment SOFC funds. Page holds only nine people). Finally 
funds later if they become avail· Talbott '72 felt that the elimina- Senate voted to deal with this 
able. tion of fees was the rationale be- problem when more accurate fig· 
The activities fee also covers hind the activities fee, and that urcs were a'<ailable, operating for 
several areas which students used this solution was therefore unfeas- the present on the assumption that 
to pay for separately: dorm dues, ible. Lee Flourney '71 commented the Senate bus would continue to 
film society movies, mixers, thea- that next year's plans were not receive its full subsidy. 
ter productions and more. These within the scope of this particular Sel/·!iacri/ice 
organizations, therefore, had to be meeting, and Mr. Phibbs, Execu· In a gesture of selflcs:;ness. Bet· 
alloted more money from SOFC live Vice-President of the College, ty Bahlke '72 proposed that her 
than previously. concurred, adding, "This b an ex· own SIOO salary as Senate bursar 
Petit-Up Needs periment·d year." The College, he be discontinued and put to use 
by-item consideration of the bud· 
get. 
The main points of contention 
in the budget included the Madri· 
gals' spring tour (funds for which 
were eliminated, along with money 
for the Tupelos' tour and part of 
the Choir's travel request), Wei· 
lesley's financial contribution to 
the Wellesley-MIT Debate Society, 
and Wellesley College Theater's 
request for money for permanent 
equipment. The Madrigals' budget 
was cut from $3260 to $110, elim· 
inating funds for a repeat of last 
year's tour. Mr. Phibbs remarked 
that perhaps the kind of publicity 
the College received from this tour 
made it more properly a College 
expenst! rather than a SOFC ex-
pense, but explained that the Col-
lege's budget for this year had 
been drawn up since last Febru· 
ary. He felt that a policy decision 
by the College was needed as to 
whether this tour should be paid 
for by the College, and if so, as an 
isolated event, an occasional one 
or a regular one. Debby Meem '71, 
repn.;~cnli11g Mardigals, comment· 
e<l that the group was put in an 
awkward position by being re-
ferred to SOFC, only to find that 
SOFC was the wrong place and 
all other funds were already bud-
geted. 
A representative of the Debate 
Society complained that the elim-
ination of $500 in travel expenses 
severely limited the status of Wel-
lesley girls in the society, run joint· 
ly with MIT. Wellesley, she ex· 
plained, has no football team with 
which to build a reputation, and 
so must rely on activities like de· 
bate. Mr. Phibbs remarked that 
surely MIT, in the interest of hav· 
ing the best possible team, would 
not discriminate against good Wei· 
lesley debaters for financial reas· 
ons, to which Sue replied, "You 
haven't met the MIT Debate So-
ciety." "And they don't have a 
football team either," added An· 
thony Oldcorn, Senate's faculty 
representative. Still adamant, the 
debater e:-.plained that MIT would 
have to subsidize the Wellesley 
contingent very heavily - "Wel· 
lesley girls cost $2000." The mem-
bers of Senate were somewhat tak-
en aback by this remark, but still 
refused to grant further money to 
debate. 
Discussion continued, with few 
changes in the budget as drawn up 
before the meeting. Musical en-
tertainment provided some relief 
from tension, as the meeting was 
repeatedly serenaded by Schneid· 
er's Band on their fall tour of the 
campus. 
Not realizing how many new said, had assumed that the fund elsewhere. This motion was passed 
things had to be paid for by could cover various transportation and Senate moved on to an item· 
SOFC, many organizations thought needs. While most funds that or· ----------------------------------------
the activities fund would give ganizations had budgeted for R 1 · • B • b 1 · I St d • M • 
them an opportunity to make capi- transportation had been cut. e 191on, I 1ca U 1es a 1ors 
tal improvements they had been ·Phibbs noted that free transporta-
wanting for some time. As Mrs. tion was now available on the G t D • • M k• A th •t 
Joan Melvin, Dean of Students, re- MIT bus and on the EB-WELL e ec1s1on a Ing u or1 y 
marked at the meeting, the high bus (which is being funded partly -
budgets turned in by many groups by the College and partly by 
represented a "blacklog of pent-up SOFC). 
needs that should have been - I The question of the Senate bus 
mean if we'd had the money, we subsidy then arose; Sue fell the 
would have loved to give it to $2000 allotment might not be con· 
Environmental Group Plans 
Summer Research Projects 
By KIM NOLAND '72 
Barry Commoner said on Ecol-
ogy Day, "If you want to take 
over buildings, take over the labs.'' 
The opportunity to do just that 
was announced at the Environ· 
mental Concerns Group meeting 
Wednesday, Sept. 30. Wellesley 
College is applying for a National 
Science Foundation grant under 
the Student · Oriented Studies 
(SOS) program to sponsor a sum-
mer project on campus. Mariette 
Howell '71, in charge of the pro· 
posal, reported that six to ten Wel-
lesley students could receh·e subsi-
dies of up to $80 a week per per-
son for a ten to twelve week per· 
iod for participating in the proj-
ect. The actual research might 
be an investigation of the effect of 
airport extension into both urban 
and suburban areas and would en-
tail working in both East Boston 
and Wellesley, perhaps in coordin-
ation with EB-WELL. No set re-
search project has been finalized, 
and interested students are urged 
to present their own ideas. If 
summer seems far away, ecological 
research is now going on in fac· 
ulty sponsored 350's as wcU as 
course offerings in the chemistry, 
sociology, political science, and re-
ligion departments. 
Where the Action Is 
The Environmental Concerns 
Group is sponsoring several other 
projects on campus and off, in· 
eluding a broader selection of ecol· 
ogy material in the library and a 
paper and can drive that provide~ 
dorm pickups weekly. The power· 
house has become another issue by 
spewing heavy black smoke and 
allowing its backup pond to flood 
and pollute the lake. 
The town of Wellesley is well 
organizeJ, but the Star Market is 
the only grocery which labels the 
phosphate content of detergents at 
present. In Boston the Citizens for 
Participation Politics, an offshoot 
of the M1.:Carth} organization. n:-
cruits volunteers to lobby and 
work on legislation. The Audubon 
Society, in addition to circulating 
pesticide and clean water kits, pro-
vides resources to help solve prob-
lems presented to them by indi· 
viduals. 
Lisa Heyward '71, chairman of 
the Environmental Concerns 
Group, was especially enthusiastic 
about possible coordination with 
EB-WELL on a park clean up 
project. East Boston has a willing 
work force. The Environmental 
Concerns Group aJso hopes to or-
ganize mass media support for the 
citizens of East Boston on the is· 
sue of Port Authority expansion 
and airport pollution as the prob-
lem becomes not only ecological 
but also sociological and political. 
fly AMY LEVIN '71 jurisdiction to vote to extend its 
The religion and Biblical stud- franchise to majors in the depart-
ics dcp:irtmcnt has recently voted ment. 
to include department majors in Studetrts Have Full Vote 
its ck1.:1sion making and planning. Although the student majors out· 
Mr. Fred Denbcaux, chairman of number the department faculty by 
the department, considers the step about four to one, each major will 
a democratizing one. have a vote equal to one faculty 
According to article VIII sec· vote. The students will now be an 
tion I of the Wellesley College integral part of all department de-
Articles of Government, issued in cisions on curriculum, faculty ap-
September of this year, department pointments, and department opera· 
faculty are given the power to "de- tions. One exception is that only 
cide on a specific method through senior majors will vote on incom· 
which students electing work in ing faculty. 
the department or their represents- The changes overhauling the 
tives shall be involved in depart· departmental structure were made 
ment business, such involvement last Thursday (Oct. 1) in a meet· 
to consist, at the very least, of ing where faculty discussed and 
participation in consideration of voted on the proposals in the pres· 
curricular matters.'' Thus, the de· ence of the student majors. In 
partment felt completely within its keeping with the overall policy of 
Father James Groppi, a militHt whrte priest from Milwuk .. will spNk in 
Chapel this Sunday at 11 a.m. Is" box, p. 41 Father Groppi hu b.en active 
in 'ivil rights work in Milw.ukH and is known also for Ms attempts to effect 
welfue reform in the state of Wisconsin. H• will al10 meet informally wit+. 
students on Mon., Oc:+. 12 at I 0:30 a.m. in th• MIT Loung• in Sc:hn•ider 
Center. 
openness, the department also ere· 
ated an office of assistant to the 
chairman. This person, to be. 
elected, can be either a student ma· 
jor or faculty member of the de-
partment and will accompany the 
chairman at all meetings with the 
President of the College. Mr. Den· 
beaux felt this would "break the 
possibility of collusion." Student 
members of the department will 
also receive all department com· 
munications and memos. 
wiretaps 
Donald Polk, Director of Edu· 
cational Services, resigned from 
Academic Council last week. In 
an interview, Mr. Polk stated that 
he took the action after Academic 
Council failed to give him a vot-
ing membership in spite of repeat-
ed requests for such status. Mr. 
Polk's resignation is being held in 
abeyance pending alternative ac-
tion. 
Those people who want to "do 
their thing and refrigerate" may 
have to do it elsewhere. The ice-
box age may have arrived at Wel-
lesley, but the ice-boxes have gone 
astray, leaving Lake Waban as the 
sole source of cubes. Curiously 
enough, Simmons College received 
last week an unexpected shipment 
of "hot ice" from the Harvard 
Student Agency, in the form of 
many a Wellesley-bound refriger· 
ator. Not one to freeze in such a 
situation, Simmons is keeping 
them, leaving Wellesley out in the 
cold, so to speak, and with a pleth· 
ora of moldy cheese and rotten 
apples. 
News mourns the passing of the 
Oval, last stronghold of legal out· 
door fires and weinie roasts, which 
succumbed recently to a grave at· 
tack of concrete. RIP. 
Thursday, Ocrober 8, 1970 
Choosing the Voters feedback Money Plea.s forced to put up with this (I did for four years) because they don't 
To the editor: have the cars or time required to 
Last week Academic Council voted to refer to the 
Nominating Committee the Structural Revision Com· 
mittee's proposal to increase the voting membership 
of Council (see article, p. 6). The proposal, which 
would grant full voting membership in Academic 
Council to ell members of Council committees, is 
important for a number of reasons. 
The motion as it stands would enfranchise 37 
people - the associate director of admissions, the 
director of academic services, the chaplain, the 
vice-president business manager, and 33 student 
members of committees. It was the feeling of SRC 
(which is now defunct) that the participation of 
non-voting students and administrators in committee 
work end regular meetings had greatly benefited 
Council, and that the extension of that limited parti-
pation to full voting membership would increase 
the benefit. 
News supports this contention. Motions before 
Council do not normally concern issues over which 
students should have full control; the inclusion of a 
certain number of voting students, however, guaran-
tees that student opinion on all questions will be 
registered and gives an extra weight to that student 
opinion. 
It seems perfectly logical as well that the four 
specified administrators be granted voting privileges 
in Council ex officio. In the light of Mr. Polk's 
resignation from Academic Council ( see wiretaps, 
p. 1), in fact, News wonders why these privileges 
were not granted long ago. 
But the problem that led to the motion's referral 
to the Nominating Committee is a valid one. SRC 
felt that the most logical and least arbitrary way to 
determine the voting student membership of Council 
would be to enfranchise the student members of 
Council's standing committees. These students al-
ready vote within their committees, and voting mem-
berships in Council would give them the opportunity 
to follow, and hasten, the progress of their own pro-
posed legislation through Council. As committee 
work would improve their qualifications for voting 
membership, so an understanding of how Council 
itself operates might improve the quality of their 
committee work. 
While this rationale seems acceptable, the motion 
makes no provision for the current non-voting stu-
dent members of Council. In the figures which ac-
company the motion, they are eliminated; in the 
text of the motion they are never even mentioned. 
It is this issue on which tM Nominating Committee 
is to deliberate. 
News feels that enfranchising these students as 
well as the others is not an appropriate solution. 53 
students voting on Council would represent an over-
balance of students in a primarily faculty body, and 
would also tend to blur the new, clearer line be· 
tween the jurisdiction of Academic Council <and the 
jurisdiction of Senate drawn in the new CG consti· 
tution. But News feels that eliminating the non-vot-
ing student membership of Council would be en even 
bigger mistake. 
For these non-voting members perform an essen-
tially different function from the student members 
of Council committees. While committee members 
might be conversant only with student opinion re-
lated to the specific work of their committees, the 
non-voting Council members provide a channel for 
a more general flow of opinion. This important chan-
nel of communication might be destroyed with the 
elimination of these students from Council. 
At the same time, these students (particularly the 
CG and News representatives, by virtue of their posi· 
tions) perform a vital service of information dis· 
semination as well. Their exclusion might curtail 
the regular flow of information from Council out-
. ward to the student body. 
News urges, therefore, that Academic Council pass 
SRC's motion, amended to allow for the continued 
presence of non-voting students. In tbis way a maxi-
mum of efficient communication between students, 
faculty and administration can be achieved. 
We have organized a nation- shop elsewhere. I'm sure these 
wide student organization called same merchants depend on our 
PEACE VOTES. The purpose of trade for a significant part of their 
the organization is to raise money sales. 
on campuses for ten Senatorial So . . . the next time something 
candidates who favor a peace- like this happens, I urge you to 
oriented foreign policy; Hart in t) stop patronizing the store in-
Michigan, Burdick in North Da- volved, 2) inform other students 
kota, Hartke in Indiana, Hoff in about the store's attitude, 3) write 
Vermont, Duffey in Connecticut, the management of the store (it 
Metzenbaum in Ohio, Tunney in may be only one clerk's prejudice) 
California, Moss in Utah, Steven- and 4) if you're mad enough, 
son in Illinois, and Williams in write the Wellesley Chamber of 
New Jersey. PEACE VOTES has Commerce. (It'd be great if some 
been successful in reaching a num· of you would clip this letter and 
ber of campuses, but so far we send it to the powers that be.) 
have no representatives on your You can't expect to be treated any 
campus. better if you just grin and bear it. 
These peace candidates are bad- Thanks for the use of your soap 
ly in need of funds. Nixon and box. 
Agnew are raising millions of dol· I ill Anderson '69 
lars to buy saturation television 
and Madison A venue campaigns 
for their war-oriented candidates. 
We must act quickly to counter 
this flood of conservative dollars. 
Nixon is buying war votes; we 
must buy peace votes. Students 
who would like to help these can-
didates by distributing material 
and canvassing on your campus 
should write us today. 
Five dollars or less from a frac-
tion of the 7 .2 million students in 
America can help elect Peace Sen-
ators. Contributions should be 
made payable to PEACE VOTES, 
P.O. Box 2700, Washington, D.C. 
20013. 
We would appreciate your print-
ing this letter and giving students 
on your campus the chance to par-
ticipate. 
A. Correction 
To the editor: 
We would like to correct a state· 
ment made in last week's News 
that "student interviews will be 
given to all applicants to Welles-
ley unless they refuse it." This is 
not true. Applicants are invited to 
have students interviews, and are 
told that the Board of Admissions 
encourages student interviews but 
no one is forced to have one. 
A lice Prince '71 
Julia Dobbs '72 
Callie Crossley '73 
More Than 
Convenience 
Reformation Jeff Lerner, Georgetown University Co-Chairman & Treasurer 
Bob Bauer, 
Thank you for your kind words 
in the September 24th edhorial 
"Well. .. At last". The "simple in-
novation" of having your texts on 
campus is long overdue. We hope 
it is an innovation which can 
eventually become a continuing 
situation. 
In a recent meeting the faculty of the department 
of religion and Biblical studies voted to open mem-
bership of department committees to all junior and 
senior majors. These new student members have been 
given full voting privileges as well as access to all 
formal written and oral output concerning depart· 
ment business. (see article, p. 1) These radical steps 
can be traced back to an encompassing philosophi-
cal idea which was formulated by department chair-
man, Fred Denbeaux and circulated among the facul-
ty colleagues. This philosophy is one which recog-
nizes the need for the privacy of one's individual 
thoughts, but at the same time, advocates the essen-
tial right of a community to knowledge. While an 
individual must have the privacy of thoughts, a body 
ought to have full access to the community action 
taken in his behalf. And individuals within that 
body ought to have a similar right to information 
affecting them. The religion end Biblical studies de-
partment has applied this philosophical foundation 
to the everyday workings of the department. News 
highly commends this policy of openness, a policy 
which makes it possible for students to be totally 
aware of the steps of the processes as well as the 
final outcome of the decisions affecting them. 
While the philosophical basis of this policy is 
freedom of knowledge, its implications go far be-
yond. In extending the franchise to majors in the 
department, the faculty have displayed a large meas-
ure of confidence and trust in student judgment. 
News sees this affirmation of trust and distribution 
of responsibility to students forward steps in the 
development of a community spirit with community 
trust. Students are already members of important col-
lege committees and boards, including the Board 
of Admissions and the Wellesley Commission. News 
hopes that other departments will follow the example 
set forth by the department of religion and Biblical 
studies and give students full voting membership 
on department committees. 
High Tide for EB-WELL 
News commends the newly formed urban prog-
ram, EB-WELL, the East Boston-Wellesley College 
Cooperative Program, and the apparent enthusiasm 
and immediate success with which it has been re-
ceived by members of both the College and East 
Boston communities. 
Last week alone 200 students were placed in com-
munity-defined jobs ranging from tutoring and day 
care assistance to the position of assistant deputy 
probation officer in the East Boston court. And, the 
applications keep coming in. 
The focus of this program in that its direction is 
determined by the community itself is one of its most 
exciting aspects, erasing any patronizing undertones 
that may have been felt in previous programs. 
The diversity of opportunities presented by the 
community is largely responsible for its enticing 
effect in recruiting volunteers. Major health work 
being carried from City Hospital into the East Bos-
ton area has provided eleven different areas for stu-
dent work, work ranging from home visitation to 
paraprofessional therapy. The legal research com-
ponent has offered nineteen projects. 
The possibility of receiving independent study 
credit for EB-WELL work, and next semester's 
planned residential program stress Wellesley's total 
commitment to this endeavor. 
Now, in a real sense, Wellesley is beginning to 
tear down its cloistered walls and spread the wealth. 
News is proud of the eager response with which 
Wellesley has met this unique opportunity. 
WELLESLEY NEWS 
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To the editor: 
On Saturday, Sept. 26 I brought 
a male guest to the college to en· 
joy the unusually warm weather 
and a short swim in the Jake. Then 
we went into the village and had 
n delicious lunch at Wellesley 
Gourmet, Inc. After examining 
some of the new shops that have 
opened since my graduation, we 
headed back to my car, parked 
on Grove Street. We hadn 't de-
cided whether or not to have 
dessert before leaving, so we cut 
through the gourmet shop (from 
George's Folley side to Grove St.) 
and, deciding against dessert, were 
almost to the front door when a 
middle-aged man behind the coun-
ter barked at us in a very angry 
tone, "Go back through that 
(back) door and around! This is 
NOT a passageway!" Stunned. I 
mumbled something duly humble 
and gestured apologetically. When 
the man insisted we retrace our 
steps my friend said firml y, "We 
are leaving through this (Grove 
St.) door." The counter man said. 
"You try this again and 1 'll bust 
your head!" A lady (?) customer 
added, "And I'll help him!" "-
you, lady" my escort said. and we 
left. 
The fact that my friend returned 
obscenity for obscenity (I consid-
er a threat of violence obscene) 
does not negate the facts that 1) 
the sign at the back door of the 
store did not indicate that we were 
about to commit an offense, and 
2) we did nothing to disturb the 
business of the store (where we 
had just spent $4.00 for our 
lunch!). 
The reason I am writing News 
(other than to urge students not 
to patronize this rude man's 
establishment) is to protest the 
treatment young people receive 
from many merchants in the vil-
lage. While most do not act with 
hostility, many do speak and act 
with condescension. Students are 
It is no secret that many feel 
there should be a permanent 
bookstore on campus. Nor it is un-
known that Hathaway House is 
eager to establish such a store. 
There is no greedy profit motive. 
The profits go, after all, to the 
customer members in the form of 
a rebate. 
There is great awareness on our 
part that it is impossible for us to 
adequately fulfill the function of a 
college bookstore stocked with 
thousands of books of interest and 
concern primarily to academicians 
while we also have to shelve the 
great number of general interest 
books which the community cus-
tomer demands -· and two-thirds 
of Hathaway House business comes 
from the community. 
Hathaway House has a long 
reputation as an excellen commun-
ity bookshop. Unfortunately, the 
old yellow house docs not have 
sufficient space to also contain the 
great college bookshop Wellesley 
College descl'ves. There must be an 
c-.tension :.o the very specific needs 
of the students. r.tc.:ulty and staff 
of the college can be met. It is ob-
vious that such an e\tcnsion would 
be useful on the campus. 
Then: is some feeling that hav-
ing a bookshop on campus is allow-
ing the money changers in the tern· 
pie. The cl'y of commercialism ig-
nores the basic truth that educa-
tion cannot exist without books -
to be purchased as well as read 
in the library. There is no need 
for the too common college store 
filled with everything but books. 
There is a very definite need for a 
bookstore designed to meet the de-
mands of the Wellesley College 
community . 
Jt can be accomplished with co-
operation. I, for one, would like 
to make 'A Cooperative Book· 
shop' mean more than just get-
ting a rebate. Am I alone? 
Sincerely, 
Robert D. Hale, 
General Manager 
Hathaway House 
Thursday, Oct.ober 8, 19'70 
Father Drinan Outlines Mid-Campaign Views 
By BETSY BOWMAN '71 
It was billed as a news confer· 
ence, but the Rev. Robert F. Dri· 
nan made it clear that his meeting 
last Thursday with college news· 
paper reporters was for the pur-
pose of recruiting more student 
help. Students were responsible for 
Father Drinan's upset victory in 
Massachusetts' third congressional 
district Democratic primary. He de-
feated 72-year-old incumbent Con-
gressman Philip J. Philbin who bas 
been in Congress since 1943. 
He admitted that many members 
of his campaign staff were "still 
in paradise" because of the pri-
mary victory, but emphasized the 
fact that he must still win in the 
general election Nov. 3. Many poli· 
tical observers feel Father Drinan 
is sure to def eat his moderate Re-
publican opponent, John McGlen-
non. "I want to dispel the illusion 
that the race is over," Father Dri· 
nan said. "The Republicans have 
a great deal of money." Neverthe-
less, even as a political novice, 
the former Boston College Law 
School Dean exuded confidence. 
TM District 
The political make-up of the 
third congressional district may 
have something to do with his con-
fidence. The district is an oddly 
shaped one (which was "re-ap-
portioned" according to Drinan 
staff member), stretching from 
Newton through Waltham and 
Concord northwest to Fitchburg 
and Winchendon. It includes ap-
proximately 75,000 registered 
Democrats, 45,000 Republicans 
and 91,000 independent voters. 
The voting balance clearly rests 
with the independents and Father 
Drinan is now focusing his cam-
paign on reaching them - al-
though he noted the existence of a 
new otganization, Republicans for 
Drinan. 
Robert Drinan is concerned with 
four major issues in his campaign. 
He feels "America is facing a lead-
ership crisis" and only the election 
of Congressmen with views simi-
lar to his can correct the division 
tactics of President Nixon and his 
Administration. He is a strong 
peace candidate and has pledged 
to oppose any legislation or ap-
propriation which would prolong 
U. S. presence in Southeast Asia. 
Ending the war, he feels, would be 
the first step toward curbing in-
flation. He also recommends using 
voluntary wage-price controls of 
the Kennedy-Johnson vintage and 
a re-ordering of national economic 
priorities. Lastly, he supports en· 
vironmental legislation and sanc-
tions as well as the abandonment 
of the SST project. 
On Students 
At his informal news confer· 
ence, Father Drinan explained and 
expanded on some of these views. 
Implicit in the discussion was the 
assumption that the reporters pres-
ent support his campaign. Whlle 
this assumption was probably 
valid, it occasionally resulted in 
response rhetoric instead of more 
concrete explanations. 
On the subject of student unrest, 
Father Drinan maintained that 
"student movements are not radi-
cal movements." "I believe in the 
fantastic credibility of kids," he 
stated. He felt that universities and 
students must resolve their prob-
lems themselves and examine uni-
versity structure:; to see if they are 
weak. He cited his campaign as 
evidence that if students work 
through the system, they can mobil-
ize it. " Although change through 
electoral processes can be slow, he 
felt that this way is the right way 
to affect change. "People should 
exercise their right of recall on 
Congressmen every two years," he 
said. 
Bandaids a11d Drugs 
He commented on the report 
of the Presidential Commission on 
Campus Unrest. "Although it 
doesn't say much about the ulti· 
mate causes, I can't disagree with 
it. . .It suggests more bandaids and 
that the President soothe every-
one." 
Father Drinan was almost apolo-
getic when he explained why he 
felt marijuana should not be legal-
ized. He recommended reducing 
the penalties for first offender 
users of marijuana and concentrat-
ing on those trafficking in drugs. 
Marijuana should not be legalized, 
he felt, because of many medical 
unknowns and other dangers such 
as driving under its influence. In 
an unusual gesture. Father Drinan 
asked reporters if they would like 
to argue against his views. 
When asked how his voluntary 
wage-price controls would differ 
from those President Nixon out-
lined in a June 9 speech. he called 
Nixon's controls ''pure rhetoric" 
and stated that nothing has im-
proved since Nixon's speech. He 
outlined again his desire for war 
cuts, but did not explain his con-
trols any further than saying they 
would resemble the Kennedy-John-
son versions. 
Another reporter asked if 
Father Drinan plans to introduce 
new peace legislation if he is elect-
ed. Drinan answered that he has 
many bills "in his head." but in 
particular he revealed a plan to 
revive the GI Bill for those whose 
use of 1t has been terminated by 
Fernandez Advocates ''Do It'' 
By AMY DAVNIS '74 
Do It was the title of the speech 
made by Reverend Richard Fer-
nandez at the eleven o'clock chapel 
service last Sunday. Mr. Fernandez 
is the director of the Clergy and 
Layman Concerned About Viet-
nam, a group of somewhat mili-
tant people who have dedicated 
themselves to the peace movement. 
He is a member of the Committee 
of the Vietnam Moratorium, the 
new Mobilization to End the War 
and the Committee of Liaison with 
Families of Servicemen Detained 
in North Vietnam. 
Jeremiah 19 was the Lesson 
reading and Mr. Fernandez re-
ferred to Jeremiah's role as the 
symbol of opposition against an 
awesome power as a model for 
our own behavior. The times called 
just as unequivocally for action 
then as they do now. Mr. Fernan-
dez said that Jeremiah would have 
been at home in our world, facing 
the same kind of opposition. 
If we take no position against 
the powerholders, we shall inevi-
tably become linked with the per-
secutor and not the persecuted. We 
tend to live outside of history, he 
said, thinking of the last war as a 
lot of figures on paper, bearing no 
present reality. He used the ex-
ample of the public's outrage over 
the millions of Jews killed during 
a four-to-six-year period contrasted 
with the apparent indifference to-
day toward the even larger num· 
bcr of Asian civilians being killed 
over a twenty-to-thirty-year period. 
Modern Jeremiahs 
Mr. Fernandez then went on to 
describe the life-styles of some of 
the people who are committed to 
the peace movement, as well as to 
other organized objectives such as 
civil rights. One person he men-
tioned was the now-famous Jerry 
Rubin, who led the Berkeley Free 
Speech Movement and the Viet· 
nam Summer Project, in the role 
of another Jeremiah. Rubin feels 
that the ownership power setup 
is no longer responding to today's 
needs, that it no longer provides 
man with any individual worth: 
people are made to feel useless 
because the economy does not 
need them or their skills. 
To bring it all closer to home, 
Fernandez next spoke about a 
Wellesley graduate, Alice Tepper 
'66, who has done a great deal for 
the anti-war effort. Her activities 
include working for G~ne McCar-
thy, and forming a council on cor-
porate priorities, which investigates 
a corporation's policies to find if it 
relies for profit on government 
or if it furthers imperialism over-
seas or engenders pollution. 
Time for Action 
Fernandez concluded by men-
tioning the Berrigan brothers, and 
their action at Caytonsville, Mary-
land, where symbolic action was 
no longer felt to be effective, and 
quoted Father Dan's, "How is it 
with you; what are you doing with 
your life?" 
In a discussion afterward, Mr. 
Fernandez talked informally about 
his own organization and its work. 
The two main projects at the mom-
ent are helping deserters and pub-
lishing a book on war crimes (a 
compilation of clippings from the 
"straight" newspapers as well as 
many unpublished stories, which 
never found their way onto paper 
because as Mr. Fernandez said. 
"There arc only so many war 
crime stories you can print in a 
day.") He explored the plight of 
Midwe~tem boys from a solidly 
conservative town, who never think 
about opposing the draft until. 
suddenly realizing they arc going to 
have to kill people, end up jobless 
in Canada. 
Mr. Fernandez and his group 
aid these people in finding jobs and 
homes through the help of the 
World Council of Churches. But 
the main endeavor of the group is 
to continually prod the politicians 
in the back to keep things from 
ever coming to a standstill. The 
organization of community groups 
to question the policies of the com-
panies in which they are stock-
holders, so that some check is kept 
on the corporate power that pres-
ently seems to rule our lives, is 
another important activity of the 
group. Upon being asked whether 
there were some guide to finding 
a job that would involve "direct 
action", Mr. Fernandez referred to 
a booklet called Vocations for 
Social Change, soon to be pub-
lished. and also to an organization 
called Amos, which will soon be-
come part of the Wellesley campus. 
The Rev. Rieff.rd Fernandez, director of Clergy .nd Leymen Concemed about 
Vietnam, was guut speaker at the Oct. 4 Chapel service. Rev. Fernendez'j 
topic foc:used on modem day J•remiahs and militent peace movements. 
the statute of limitations. In other 
words, he recommends the "re-
surrection" of GI Bill rights for 
those who took part in World War 
11 and the Korean War, if they 
did not exercise these rights at 
the proper time. Coupled with this 
idea, he cited the many needs of 
higher education, particularly those 
of legal education (the "Cinder· 
ella of the Federal Government") 
which has been financially starved 
in contrast to medical education. 
Pentagon Control 
Father Drinan favors the volun-
teer anny approach, which should 
be made possible by the reduction 
of troops stationed in Europe, Ko-
rea and Taiwan. He compared the 
persistence of naval reserve units 
to dioceses of the Church - both 
are hard to eliminate. (In general, 
he felt that Congress must restrain 
the Pentagon.) 
As a non-incumbent who is try· 
ing to raise $100,000 primarily for 
media use, Father Drinan had 
mixed views on the political broad-
casting bill which Congress has 
passed and President Nixon is ex-
pected to veto. Opponents of the 
bill maintain that it will increase 
the inequity between incumbents, 
whose activities are part of regu-
lar news broadcasts, and congres-
sional contenders. Father Drinan is 
against this ·inequity. At the same 
time. he felt that media campaign 
spending should be limited (which 
the bill would do) and beyond 
this. the media should make some 
free time available. He noted that 
the Boston stations had given him 
"a few crumbs," such as a half 
hour at an early morning hour. The 
problem. he felt. passes beyond the 
scope of this bill. 
On matters which concern his 
district. Father Drinan was less 
equivocal. Looking ahead to con-
version of the economy from war· 
related production, he noted that 
much of the defense-related indus-
try on Route 128 (which is in his 
district) will face a difficult time 
during this period. He recom-
mended comprehensive re.training 
programs and tax incentives to 
convert such industries to produc-
tion which might be related to the 
environment. Farm problems also 
require attention. His district's 
greatest need, he felt, is massive 
Federal spending to improve in-
adequate education at the local 
level. 
Drinan's Republican opponent 
is said to be organizing a campaign 
strategy which would seek to 
identify Drinan with the radical 
left. Father Drinan seems uncon-
cerned by this tactic and stated 
that McGlennon has " told many 
lies" about him already. In sum-
mary, Robert Drinan isolated the 
country's greatest danger as the 
election of Republican "agents" 
who will not correct Nixon. 
No, the race is not over yet for 
Father Drinan; as evidenced by 
this news conference, the campaign 
is clearly on. 
He is a highly personable can-
didate who introduced himself to 
every reporter present and delight· 
ed in his own clever phraseology. 
The opportunity his campaign docs 
offer students to work "through 
the system" for candidates who 
share their views is patent and his 
chance for success reinforces his 
appeal. He is at present seeking 
students to leaflet his district (see 
box. p. 5) and for the above 
reasons, he is certain to find them. 
And Jesuit priest or not, he 
promises a "wi ld" victory party 
the night of Nov. 3 
EB-WELL Notes 
By PAULA PAVEY '73 
(ED. NOTE: The following column ls the first In a i.erles of artlclc-g 
on Wt-llt'sley•s urban <'t'ntf'r ID East Boston. The arliclcs will feature week· 
ly evrnl'!, spct'lal projects, and major changf'S In thr EB-WELL program. 
For furthrr information on any of the lt"ms In th!' nrtll'le, call the EB-
WEl.L C<·ntt-r, 108 White St., at 569·17'77.) 
The EB-WELL Center, a three-year experimental program set up by 
the College Sociology Department. ls finally operational this year under 
the direction of Mr. Steve London of the department. Stephanie Casale 'TI 
is the administrative assistant on the program, which has headquarters 
al 108 White St. in East Boston. 
orEN HOUSE - The first community open house was held there last 
Friday, Oct. 2, and Mrs. London commented on the "considerable en-
thusiasm" shown by the community toward the EB-WEIL program. He 
estimated that 125 people came to visit the center during lhe day, and 
approximately 100 residents and organizations put their names on the 
mailing list to receive the EB-WEIL newsletter. 
STUDENT WORKERS - Many Wellesley students will be working in 
East Boston this year as teacher aides, tutors. hospital workers, and re-
searchers. According l'O Mr. London, 150 students are planning to do 
Cield work there this semester. Last Wednesday evening some of the 
black people in East Boston met wi'th Ethos representatives to discuss field 
projects, and Mr. London met on Thursday with representatives from 
parochial schools, where many of the student volunteers will be working. 
Miss Edith DeAngelis, chairman of the East Boston Recreation C.Ommi'ttee, 
will 1be discussing recreational needs in East Boston tonight at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Recreation Building. Miss Betty Spears, chairman of ttie Pby.sical 
Education Department here, and Bev Freeman '73 are coordinating tile 
project. 
Students who volunteered to do field work in the program should be 
contacted by tomorrow. Any sl\ldents who requeeted assignmen'la and have 
not received them should call the EJ3..,WELL office Tuesday morning. 
There are still many field work opportunities avaHable, and any intereSted 
students may pick up information forms by the bulletin board across from 
125 Founders. 
OPERATIONS - Security arrangements at the EB-WEIL Center pre. 
sented a problem, but !Mr. London has decided to keep .the Center locked 
at night. Rather than giving keys to students when they want to stay there 
overnight, he srud that the tv.'O social workers living in the attic of the center 
will let students in when the center is locked. The two girls have officially 
joined the EB-WELL staff and will be serving as general aides in the 
program. Mr. London also mentioned that vollmteers are needed to 
staff the office at the center during the aitermons. Presently the office 
is open only Mon.-Thur. from 9:00 a.m. to noon. 
Transportation to and from the Center will be provided at a cost of 
$.25 each way. The Dodge van, which began operating on a regular basis 
today, can aocomrnodate nine people and has a small storage for equip.. 
mcnt. The van will make four round trips five days a week, leaving 
Schneider College Center at 7:4.5 a.m., 11:30 a.m., 4:15 p.m., and 7:30 
p.m. The bus will leave the center far the return trip to Wellesley an hour 
later <8:30 a.m .. 12:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m., and 8:30 p.m.) 
The center can be reached easily by car or by public tran.sporta'tion, 
and directions are available in the Sociology Department office, 130 Found-
ers 
COMING UP - Three important events were noted by Mr. London 
in conclusion. First, 'there will be a sherry party !:or all Wellesley faculty 
members .from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. tomorrow night at the EB-\VELL Center. 
The Columbus Day Parade on Monday will be a big event in the 
community, and it promises to be a ... gala celebration" a.ocording to Mr. 
London. The parade, which begins at 2:00 p.m., will 1ake ~St. 
:o Day Square, then go down Chelsea St. to Maverick Square end up Merid-
ian St. to Central Square. 
/ 
At W•lle.ley-What7 
Freshmen Reflect on Li/ e 
By DOROTHY CURRAN '74 
After the initial days of bewild-
erment, life for a freshman be-
comes a constant progression of 
the present towards the future. 
Summarizing her first three weeks 
as a Wellesley freshman, Sue 
Esserman 74 noted: "My past 
seems irrelevant." 
Vil Junior Judy Hanson '72 of 
Tower Court cited academic and 
social advantllges which enhance 
the present life of this year's fresh-
men: "The situation has improved 
immensely as far as the college 
goes . . . the freshmen are really 
lucky . . . It's easier to cross de· 
partments now and take courses 
at MIT . . . The courses get bet· 
ter - every year they improve the 
100 courses ... The counseling 
service has improved immensely 
- not to coin the word counseling 
. . . Socially they'll get a better 
deal too: there are more men on 
campus, Schneider is open now, 
... and the Student Activities fee 
lets students in free to college pro-
ductions and mixers." 
A Day in Jhe Life 
Each day for each freshman por· 
tends some new discovery or be-
wilderment, beginning with the 
line for breakfast, something that 
never happened at home. The 
shock of the first 8: 40 lecture shat-
ters any remaining tendency to-
wards sleep, and by 10:00 a fresh-
man may be ready fpr action, but 
finds that her next class does not 
meet until 1: 30. In the ensuing 
time she may study since her 
friends have lO:OO's, but 11 :40 in-
evitably finds them all in the mail 
room awaiting news of some last 
link from the past. Within five 
minutes they are part of the mail-
encrusted lunch line, and discard 
their customary cool, blase exter-
iors long enough to babble about 
the news from home. 
By the time they reach the tray 
stack, the importance of the pres-
ent and the immediate future pre-
vails as the freshmen busily fill 
their trays with the prerequisites 
for the freshman ton. At supper-
time, after an unappetizing after-
noon lab and PE, the scene re-
peats itself. 
Mealtime is not the only time 
when the upperclassmen can tell 
that there are freshmen in the 
house. The first half hour of bells 
for a freshman multiplied by the 
number of frosh in the dorm pro-
duces the time during the first 
week that non-freshmen spend in 
annoyance or amusement, depend-
ing on their capacity for sentiment. 
Noisy 3 a.m. bull sessions remain 
common as ihe freshmen take 
time from their lengthy, conscien-
tious study sessions to make 
friends. The sign-up sheet for mix-
ers is a notoriously accurate gauge 
of the freshman population. 
Effects of Freshman Life 
What are the effects of being a 
freshman on a freshman? Here-
with is a composite of some an-
swers: 
"Well, I've taken to smoking 
a pipe . . . but I only smoke on 
weekends . . . My courses are fas-
cinating .. . you're freer to explore 
individual aspects ... In high 
school you had to do what every-
body else did . . . I live for my 
weekends ... This place is an edu-
cation . . . I don't mean academ-
ically, either ... Dartmouth is a 
zoo . . . I stiJl think it's a zoo 
. . . The Harvard Crimson Key 
Mixer is gross . . . No, it's awe-
some ... Every time a freshman 
comes home from a mixer, she 
vows: 'I will never go to another 
mixer.' And she keeps this vow 
faithfully until the very next mix-
er . . . Everyone . . . it's reaJly 
amazing . . . is so gracious . . . 
so willing to help ... It's not what 
I expected at all.'' 
Boorstin Considers Radicalism 
By KIM NOLAND '72 can law. After much deliberation 
one decides that he is perhaps com-
That which holds us together menting on the law and order issue 
and that which pulls us apart are by advocating a strict observance 
the subjects of The Decline of of the written law for the benefit 
Radicalism: Reflections on Ameri· of the community that neverthe-
ca Today. Daniel J. Boorstin less allows some interpretation for 
spends four somewhat chauvinistic individual circumstance. 
chapters building a sense of com- Although the first half of the 
munity among Americans and then book has its problems, the phen-
complai11s that this nebulous ideal omena it discusses are well-sup-
is being threatened by the tan- ported by anecdote and illustra· 
trum-throwing dissidents of today's tion and are somewhat related to 
society· each other in this idea of commun-
Boorstin does present a fresh ap- ity. The last part of the book, de-
proach to several of the phenomena voted to those things which pull 
that "hold us together." The con- us apart is neither related to the 
sumption community where people first nor it is serviced by facts. 
are brought closer together by the Boorstin really fails to connect the 
similarity of the products they buy existence of the community build-
and the specialization of labor, ing phenomena with that of dis. 
which has created not only a higher sent except perhaps to illustrate 
standard of living for all of us, that America is one big happy 
but also an increased dependence family and the dissenters don't 
on each other, are two examples have much to complain about. 
of a growing togetherness. Even The New Barbarism 
philanthropists have become more Boorstin may have a point that 
concerned with contributing to the the actions of some students and 
betterment of the community as a blacks are both juvenile and bar-
whole rather than donating to in- baric and that the only thing they 
dividual underdog:; to salve their are interested in is self power, but 
own consciences. his point is lost in a dearth of 
Law and Order facts. He does an injustice to both 
The author devotes an ambigu- student and black movements by 
ous ch4ptcr to the imminence ver· not discussing what they are pro-
1\18 the instrumentality of Ameri- testing and why they have chosen 
the means for protest that they 
have. His writing takes on a quer-
ulous tone as he describes "the ex-
plosive rebellion of small groups 
who reject the American past and 
deny their relation to community" 
and the atavism which cannot last 
if the nation is to survive. 
He speaks of the dissenter's 
quest for sensation rather than 
meaningful experience yet his own 
treatment of the situations is sen-
sation-filled. And like Spiro, he 
places much of the blame for the 
disturbances on the news media's 
glorification of them. Probably a 
valid observation in some cases, 
but weren't there other reasons for 
those disturbances? 
To the reader of the preceding 
paragraphs, radicalism as it is 
known today seems to be on the 
upswing. What then does this in-
surgence have to do with the title 
of the book? Boorstin's decline of 
radicalism is really a matter of 
semantics. He uses the dictionary 
definition "to get to the roots of," 
to support his rather shaky premise 
that the dissidents of today are not 
legitimate radicals because they 
have no meaningful questions to 
raise or programs of reform. Mr. 
Boorstin would do better to play 
it straight, lay his position on the 
line, and support it with facts. 
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Kunstler Speaks in Boston, 
Asks for Justice, Morality 
By SUSAN BAUSELL '73 jacker who was later found to be 
William Kunstler is very sneaky, 
very slippery, very cautious about 
his use of words. It's hard to tell 
whether his facility in dodging in 
and out and around a subject is 
due to the very real threat of be-
ing prosecuted under the Federal 
Anti-Riot Act for encouraging vio-
lence or due to just plain reluctance 
to answer direct questions. 
But one thing was very clear at 
Jordan Hall, Sunday night - the 
man is brilliant, the man is shrewd. 
He is no wishy-washy "liberal." 
He is asking for justice and moral-
ity, two qualities which appear to 
have quietly fled from the Ameri-
can scene. 
Loss of Integrity 
His talk Sunday traced chis loss 
of American integrity from the very 
beginning itself - from the Ameri-
can Revolution, a revolution which 
has been defeated and somehow 
lost through the decades. For 
Kunstler, the 1770 American Revo-
1 ution closely parallels in some 
ways the protest movement which 
developed in the 60s. "It began as 
a routine protest, petitions to 
Burke, ... Ben Franklin travelling to 
King James' Court ... and ended 
in open resistance with the Boston 
Tea Party, the tar and feathering 
of customs tax collectors.'' The 
final product was violent revolu-
tion and a new republic, just as 
the sit-ins and non-violent demon-
strations of the 60s have led to 
more and more direct action, more 
and more confrontations between 
the police a.nd students. 
However, Kunstler claimed, the 
American revolution failed from 
the very beginning mainly because 
its leaders were too willing to com-
promise with the truth. "It was not 
the most noble of revolutions. Its 
slogans were monetary in nature; 
it was basically a battle of the 
haves vs. the haves." 
Struggle of the SJudent 
Thomas Jefferson himself had to 
change the phrasing of "life. lib-
erty and property" to "life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness," real-
izing that to indentured servants 
and tenant farmers the word 
"property" meant little. In addi-
tion, slavery was kept in an at-
tempt to appease the South - a 
decision whose effects are still felt 
in this century. 
Kunstler found the waves of re-
sistance which are now rocking our 
country a harder phenomena to 
catalogue. Basically, he feels the 
struggle of this decade has become 
"the struggle of the American stu-
dent, the fight to achieve a free-
dom, an ease of living in a society 
whose great goals they have ceased 
to respect probably because they 
have ceased to deserve the respect.'' 
ConJradicJions the Source 
The cause of such dissatisfac-
tion? "Contradictions," Kunstler 
replied, "endless contradictions be-
tween our leaders' actions and 
our leaders' words." Citing Nixon's 
latest speech at Kansas State Uni-
versity, Kuns tier mentioned the 
President's plea for an end to vio-
lence and his sending 900 letters to 
college administrators requesting 
that order and discipline be kept 
on their campuses. "And yet," 
Kunstler continued, "this is the 
same President who perpetuates 
violence every day in Vietnam, who 
posed with hardhats after they bru-
talised New York demonstrators, 
who excuses the Kent State inci-
dents, who congratulated publicly 
a man who shot a hijacker, a hi-
a mental patient carrying a toy 
pistol." 
In addition, Kunstler mentioned 
the administration's recent request 
to Congress for 23 million dollars 
-"money for 1,000 FBI agents 
to be stationed on college cam-
puses, to discover terrorists and 
bombers, to seek out those who 
buy an overabundance of Coca 
Cola bottles, sticks of dynamite and 
lead pipe." 
What the Administration failed 
to mention, Kunstler explains, is 
that out of 333 bombs found last 
year, only 25 were on college 
campuses. "A 15% increase in the 
FBI budget for 8% of the bomb-
ings. It's a shame similar efforts 
were not made ten years ago to 
solve the bombings of black 
churches by white racists in the 
South.'' 
How to fight the "bizarre status 
quo?" "Peaceful methods are theo-
rl)tically possible." Kunstler re-
sponded, "but practically impos-
sible because our society won't al-
low it. Patrick Henry today would 
be prosecuted under the Federal 
Anti-Riot Act." However, Kun-
stler also stated that "only a mad-
man would want violence for vio-
lence's sake.'' Every level of non-
violent action must be tried and 
sounded before violent methods 
are used. 
Plea for Understanding 
For those who are opposed to 
violence, those who are dead-set 
against what has happened most ~ 
cently on campuses and in the 
streets, Kunstler had only a plea 
for an understanding of the goals 
students are struggling to reach. 
"They are a marvelous race who 
want the finest in life, who demand 
the finest in life. One can hardly 
blame the other, more violent 
methods if one is truly honest. The 
only ones really opposed to vio-
lence are the ones who have the 
most to lose." 
To crush the movement, to 
silence the requests of the young 
"to bring the shining glory out of 
the skies again" would be immoral, 
nullifying, deathly - "It would 
be a consummate shame and trage-
dy if those of us who won't live 
to see tomorrow would have de-
stroyed it before it was yet born.'' 
CHAPEL SPEAKER GROPPI 
The Rev. James Gropp!, MllW&U· 
kee prit'r.1 relive in civil rights, 
will preach at the Wellesley Col· 
lege Chapel Senlfce on Sonday, 
October 11 at 11 a.m. In Boughton 
Memorial Chapel. 
Fr. Groppl Is a ~et~ of the 
clvfl rights movement, having par. 
tlclpaled ln the 1963 March on 
Washington, tbe Sf'Jma·Montgom· 
ery march of 1965, and tbe Poor 
People's CampaJgn In 1968. In 1965 
he became advist>r to the l\Dlwau· 
kee United 84-hool Integration Com-
mittee. 
Stationed at St. Boniface Catho-
lic Church in downtown Mllwau· 
kee, Fr. Groppl has most recently 
worked with the city's NAACP 
Youth Council and with weUare 
group8. 
For his part a year ago In lead· 
Ing 2000 people onto the HoOl" of 
the> Wisconsin State Legislature to 
protest cuts In \Wlfare, Fr. Gropp( 
spent a month In the ~lllwaukee 
County House of Co1'1'ectlon. Be 
bad previously been arrested lo 
1965 In connection with school Is-
sues. 
Fr. Froppl, a native of l\IUWJW-
kee, wa.'I born In 1930 and was edu· 
cated at St. LanTenoe Seminary 
and st. Frands Seminary, both In 
W18coosln. 
All members of the Wellesley College community 
are most cordially invit.ed 
t.o share in the dedication of 
the Schneider College Center 
with Mrs. Robert L. Schneider 
on Wednesday evening, October 14, from 8 p.m. 




By MARY RUTH KOEHLER '72 
The Reading Room, newest ad-
dition to the enlarged Career Serv-
ices Office, is a resource room 
which contains material concern-
ing summer and post graduate job 
and study oportunities. Under the 
direction of Sue Scrogin, Research 
Specialist, information can be ob-
tained by students with specific 
questions or qualifications. Mrs. 
Scrogin said of the Reading Room 
that " it's a great help in job hunt-
ing." 
Six major areas are covered by 
the Reading Room files. Summer 
job information includes specific 
job openings, as well as general 
descriptions of types of summer 
jobs available. The second classi-
fication is a listing of all employ-
ers and companies and the type of 
jobs each one bas available. The 
third concerns opportunities for 
work and/or study abroad. Ac-
companying the official brochures 
are comments by students who 
have participated in the programs. 
Graduate school catalogues com-
prise the fourth major resource. 
Connected with this area, the sixth 
file contains extensive information 
on teacher training available, cer-
tification requirements, and job 
openings in each state. The last 
major area consists of general in-
formation on vocations which 
might be of use to students not 
certain of a specific career, enabl-
ing them to investigate types of 
jobs available in a given field. 
In addition to the six major re-
source files, the Reading Room 
also has information concerning 
tests such as Graduate Record Ex-
aminations, law boards and Gov-
ernment tests, and pre-recruiter 
material provided by agencies be-
fore the recruiter visitation. 
The Reading Room is a depart-
ment of the Career Services Of-
fice, which also includes offices 
for summer job openings and re-
quests, alumnae job requests and 
the main office, primarily provid-
ing a counselling service, but also 




(Eo. NOTE: The following column 
is reprinted from the Harvard 
Crimson, Sept. 30, 1970, with the 
permission of its author, Frank H. 
Rich '71, Editorial Chairman.) 
Late Monday afternoon, John 
Fox, the apparently wry director 
of the office of Graduate and 
Career Plans (OG&CP) stood in 
front of this year's senior class in 
Lowell Lee to tell us about the fu-
ture. That is, if you assume the 
future is synonymous with finan-
cial grants given to industrious 
college graduates by such families 
as Rhodes, Shaw, Knox, Sheldon, 
and so on. 
In any case, no one in the hall 
seemed much interested in this, 
Mr. Fox included. He announced 
that instead of giving the tradition-
al rundown on what each £ellow-
shi p means, this year he would 
merely correct two errors in the 
OG&CP's lengthy senior hand-
book ("After Harvard-What?") 
and then throw the floor open for 
questions. 
And so we learned that on page 
53, Professor So-and-So's Box 
Number was not 780, and that on 
some other page the So-and-So fel-
lowship is now worth SX-thousand 
as opposed to SY-thousand. The 
questions that followed were 
about as interesting, and less than 
five minutes after Mr. Fox had 
started, members of Harvard '71 , 
myself included, began to stroll 
out. 
"After Harvard-What?" This 
is not only the title of the 
OG&CP's thoroughly incompre-
hensible guide to the real world, 
but perhaps the only question that 
most seniors have not yet learned 
to bullshit their way out of. Oh, 
there are the cute answers we give 
when we bump into each other on 
Mass. Ave.: answers like "After 
Harvard - Money" or "After 
Harvard - Not Much" or "After 
Harvard - Fuck" or "After Har-
vard - Librium." But few have 
any real answers these days and 
a lot of people are beginning to 
realize that to be a senior is to be 
lost. 
Some are already panicking. 
Freaks, radicals and striving novel-
ists of yesteryear now talk about 
"Law School." Others speak 
vaguely of such things as .. living 
off the land" or "starving in a gar-
rett someplace in Europe" or "get-
ting this really neat house in 
Chile" (wherever that is). And 
there are the one-liners about mar-
riage, the ministry, revolution, aml 
that old Harvard standard, sui-
cide. 
It is a time for nostolgia for 
many - or, rather, anti-nostalgia. 
It does seem hard to remember 
things anymon::. Like the contents 
of the books we dutifully place on 
our shelves, the number of pass-
fail courses we can count towards 
our majors, which drugs we have 
taken (and when and why). which 
people we hate and which people 
we love. 
Nearly everyone I have talked 
to "found himself" or "get it all 
together" this summer-and near· 
ly everyone l have talked to mis-
placed himself again as soon as 
he returned to Cambridge this 
week. Everyone agrees that Har-
vard does perverse things like that 
to our heads, but no one can con-
ceive of not coming back h ere next 
fall to let it happen again. We 
want to be neither here nor there, 
but no one seems to be able to 
find the exact location of nowhere. 
So what to do? We groan at 
each other in the street and take 
tranquilizers. We scream when we 
look at the catalogue and discover 
that the University has changed 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS 
Wellesley students who are Uni· 
ted States citizens aod 8.1"6 Inter-
ested In graduate study and/ or 
~earch after graduatJon from 
Wellt><1ley anti who 11re interested 
ln appl3ing for Woodrow Wilson 
Fellowships or 1'1arshall Scholar-
ships (speclficall;v eannarked for 
England) should contact l\tlss 
Bonadlr, AsslSl8J'..t Dean for Aca-
demic Counseling, 339A Green 
Hall. The deadllm• for filing tht>Se 
a11pll<'ations ls fast approa<'hlng, 
and lntt>rested seniors should try 
to ~ l\flss nonadle b~· October 9. 
the numbers of all the courses, the 
kind of thing that will drive some 
of us to drink. We explain to each 
other than we arc not depressed 
(we arc not). merely delirious and 
confused. 
We take hc:1rt in sma ll things. 
For instancl.'. thl.'rc are many, 
many tidbits of prnctical knowl-
edge 1h.11 we did not possess three 
years :igo. \\:c now know that: 
it is not essential to spend half 
the day hating 1hc I !SA; there is 
never any reason in the world to 
go into Lamont Library; it does 
not nrnke any difference which 
Harv<ird I louse gives us shelter; 
it b not important which faction 
won at the SOS national conven-
1ion: it docs nothing for us to 
know that being a senior means 
easy admittance to some courses. 
Last year, our friends in Har-
v<1rd '70 warned us, in no uncer-
1<1in terms. that this last school 
)c,11 would pose some new and 
unscllling problems. We listened, 
"''-' s}mpathizcd, we failed to un-
dcrswnd. Only Monday, when the 
honest Mr. Fox stood up in Low-
ell Lee and told us, in effect, that 
there was nothing to say did we 
rcalize that there is, well, nothing 
Lo say and little to do. 
And that is exactly what we will 
do. We'll fail to use our choice 
senior seats at the Stadium. We'll 
not bother to make our rooms at-
tractive. We'll lose our Coop cards 
and wear dirty underwear. We'll 
spend the best hours of the day 
at the movies, and when every-
thing has unreeled, we'll discover 
that the Bick has closed forever 
and Chile is in South America. 
DRINAN CAMPAIGN 
Father Drlnan needs your help 
to carry his fight against the war 
to Congress 
Leafletting is an essential part 
of the campftlgn strategy. Meet 
Saturdays, 9:30 a.m., Sunda:\'S, 
1:00 p.m., Weekday evenings, at 
Drlnan for Congress Headquarters. 
15 Elm Street. 
Waltham {Just ott Rt. 20) 
Open Rehearsals 
at The Proposition 
Bare Techniques 
By DEBBIE LODGE '73 
A bare stage becomes a street 
car, Lightbulb Land, a mirror of 
man. The Proposition. 
A small fee ($2.50) enables one 
to attend an open rehearsal of 
The Proposition (Wed. nights at 
8: 30 p.m.), and witness tbe mak-
ings of improvisational theater. 
The director, Allan Albert, and 
the cast invite questions and com-
ments from the audience which, 
as the source of the "script," con-
stitute an integral part of the 
show. 
Mirrors and Muggings 
Improvisational theater is based 
on the principles of "games thea-
ter" and of psychological theater. 
In their opening skit, the cast em-
ployed both aspects as they acted 
as "reverse mirrors" or human 
emotions and interactions, and 
tossed around a non-existant ball. 
Playing ball, Mr. Albert comment-
ed, was a metaphor of Tlte Propo-
sition: the cast is pre~ented with 
a si tuation which they toss and 
pass around in a variety of tempos. 
The audience was then asked to 
present the cast with a situation 
which they would proceed to per-
form as if written by a major play-
wright. We obliged, and readied 
ourselves to witness muggings on a 
streetcar as written by Albee, 
Beckett, Miller, Pinter, and Shak-
espeare. 
The streetcar walls provided 
a reality problem, as the actors 
proved to be supermen in trans-
gressing walls, but the audience 
little begrundged them their super-
powers. Also blatantly noticeable 
was the actors' stereotyping of 
each playwright's most notable 
characters: the Beckett scene was 
resplendent in empty gazes and 
Gogo-ish gestures, while a noble 
air surrounded the Shakespearean 
characters. 
Lightbulb Land 
As another exercise, the actors 
played a game of tug of war a la 
famous playwright. With much 
agility, the Miller-type struggled 
with the Shakespearean, while the 
Beckett-based character practically 
presented the rope (also imagin-
ary) to the Pinter prototype. This 
" mingling" of characters was then 
transposed into the original mug-
ging situation, which resulted in a 
number of strange crimes. 
As a finale, the players present-
ed a fairly-tale of a mailman in 
Lightbulb Land. a situation gra-
ciously suggested by the audience. 
This tale proved to be improvisa-
tional theater at its best, as each 
actor played a host of characters 
and props. As there was no nar-
rater, each player carried on the 
tale in the third person upon his 
introduction. Which· all sounds 
very jumbled, but unfolds smooth-
ly under the players' expertise. Mr. 
Albert explained the theory of 
such improvisation: "You just 
start it and let it happen organical-
ly ... The most constant and con-
sistant thing you have is the energy 
of the two personalities." 
Open rehearsals afford a unique 
opportunity to view the skeleton of 
improvisational theater. Although 
Mr. Albert commented that "Our 
efforts at rehearsal are not so 
much to entertain," such a result 
is unavoidable at The Proposition. 
RECORDER LESSONS 
The music deaprtment Is pleased 
to l\DllOUO{'e that It has recently 
added to Its staff an imtroctor 
of the rt>corder. Lessons will be 
offered on a group basis (for bf>· 
ginnera only) I'S well 88 to ln-
dfvlduals, and acc•ordlng to the ft. 
nanclal ftrl'llngemcnts described on 
page Ml of the CoUege Bulletin. 
l'be department owns a collection 
of high quality recorders of various 
sizes, which can be made available 
to recorder students without oost. 
Students lotert>sted ln such lessons 
should report to thf' music depart-
ment of1k't> n soon as possible. 
...... Thursday, Oct.ober 8, 19'70 
Academic Council Convenes 
Debates Votes for Faculty Yaffe Seeks Student Help 
By CA NDY FOWLER '71 
In one of the shortest meetings 
in its history, Academic Council 
hist week passed several motions 
in short order and left before 5 
p.m. Miss Adams delivered the 
first in a series of opening an-
nouncements, stating that an ad 
hoc committee had been formed to 
help the General Judiciary define 
academic dishonesty. The commit-
tee includes faculty members Miss 
Brown, Miss Jordan and Miss Lev-
er, and student members Lee 
Flourney '71, Clare Mankowski 
72, Katy Cheney 71 and Bonnie 
Stanton '73. 
Mr. Francoise, chainnan of the 
N o m i n a t i n g Committee, an-
nounced that the committee estab-
lished to study the possibilty of 
black representation on Council 
committees was continuing to de-
liberate on that issue, and urged 
faculty members to return their 
ballots for a faculty representative 
on the committee administering 
the Martin Luther King Fund. 
Miss Avitabile, speaking for Mr. 
London who could not attend, 
then extended a gracious invitation 
to the faculty to the EB-WELL 
open house. 
At this point discussion pro-
ceeded to the old business before 
Council. Miss Fleming presented 
the motion that freshmen be re-
quired to attend two classes on 
use of the library, and assured one 
worried faculty member that the 
classes would not conflict with 
any students' regular class time. 
Council quickly passed this mo-
tion, and one member asked if 
00.MMUNITY 
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library tours might be planned for 
faculty as well as students. Miss 
Fleming reassured him with the 
response that such tours were al-
ready being planned. 
Mrs. Haring of the now-defunct 
Structural Revision Committee 
then moved that SRC's proposal 
that members of Academic Coun-
cil committees be made full voting 
members of Council be sent to the 
Nominating Committee. This com-
mittee, she said, would make rec-
ommendations to Council as to the 
status \lf the current non-voting 
student members. Should they be 
eliminated or continue as non-vot-
ing members? Sue Irving '71 not-
ed that there were no students on 
the Nominating Committee, after 
which Mrs. Lefkowitz added an 
amendment, which Council passed, 
that the committee consult with 
students and hold open discussion 
of the motion. Considerable dis-
cussion followed as to what the 
Nominating Committee was sup-
posed to do and whether in fact 
this matter was the responsibility 
of that committee. Mrs. · Haring 
said thst the original motion 
should remain intact, and Mr. Polk 
(who would be enfranchised in 
Council for the first time by pas-
sage of the motion) asked that 
only the objectionable or ambigu-
ous parts of the motion be dis-
cussed, and preferably as fast as 
possible. Miss Fleming put for-
ward the idea that the commit-
tee should offer a clarification on 
the numbers of new voting mem-
bers and a recommendation on 
non-voting student members. Coun-
cil passed the motion with this 
connotation. 
Council then passed four items 
of new business. The first con-
cerned the rewording of a passage 
in the Articles of Government con-
cerning department organization. 
Following this Mrs. Melvin pre-
sented the names of four candi-
dates for the B.A. degree, to whom 
Council promptly awarded de-
grees. 
Mr. Johnson, Chairman of the 
Board of Admission, then moved 
that the Board Chairman be elect-
ed by the vote of all members of 
(Ed Note: The following was sub-
mitted by Susan Pryor '7J who is 
organizing campaign help for Bert 
Y affe on the Wellesley Campus.) 
The Congressional elections, just 
three weeks away, are beginning 
to stir interest and excitement on 
the Wellesley campus. With the 
Father Drinan campaign well on 
its way to victory, many concerned 
students are turning to the only 
other significant peace candidate 
in the area, Bert Yaffe, who is 
seeking to defeat Margaret Heckler 
in her bid for a third term in Coo-
gress. 
It would be informational at 
this point to review the history of 
Mr. Yaffe's candidacy and the 
events which forced him to take a 
stand. Mrs. Heckler, originally 
elected in 1966 against octogen-
arian Joseph Martin, campaigned 
on the theme "You need a Heck-
ler in Congress." Since this time 
Mrs. Heckler has very actively (at 
government expense) polished her 
victory. She has sent quesionnaires 
(at government expense) to all her 
constituents yearly, asking them 
where they stand on vari"us con-
troversial issues. The results of this 
private polling are not made pub-
lic, but indeed her "concern" for 
her constituents is publicly evident. 
This, combined with a personalized 
Christmas card sent to each voter, 
again at government expense, has 
succeeded in making her a popu-
lar politician of rather low visi-
bility. 
Both Sides Now 
Over the past four years a cer-
tain pattern has developed, how-
ever, which shows that this popu-
lar, low profile Congresswoman 
has failed to represent her district. 
There is hardly a major issue in 
which she has not chosen sides, 
usually both sides. She claims that 
she is for peace, yet she voted for 
war appropriations and signed the 
petition in Congress supporting the 
Administration's policy on war. She 
claims that she was against the 
A.B.M., but she quietly voted for 
the A.B.M. appropriations when 
they came up for debate. She 
claims that she is budget conscious, 
yet she voted to limit debate on the 
complex $79 billion defense bud-
get to just four hours. 
She is presently making head-
lines by writing letters to President 
Nixon which ask him to deal with 
the current fuel oil crisis in New 
England. Yet, she was the only 
New England Congresswoman who 
voted to retain the oil import 
quotas, keeping fuel oil prices in 
New England the highest in the 
world (and raising the spectre of 
fuel oil shortages and no heat this 
winter right here at school) . She 
is currently "studying" the prob-
lem of diminishing supply of 
available electricity but, again, was 
one of the few New England Con-
Fresflmen: Use your f,.. pass! 
--SH acl in Picture Dirfftory 
the Board, students as well as fac- photo "v JOllR Theolo901 
ulty. Council again readily acqui- Jean W•lsh Anglund, .utfior of A Friettd Is So••H• Wlio Lire YH •nd 
d Love b a Speciol Way of '-II .. .nd 19 otfier books, will m.,k tfie pul>lica-
--:::=============esce==· =============• tion of her n-Ht ..ffort, A Slice of S.OW, witfi .n •II cl•y •ppNrenc• •' r Hatfi•way House tomorrow. Sfte wlll be in tfte l ookshop'1 G•llety to ~
h•r r••d•rs •nd sign .uflograpfts from I O:J0-11 :JO ... m . .nd J-5 p.m. 
You are invited to meet 
JOAN WALSH ANGLUND 
Friday, October 9, 1970 
10:30-11:30 a.m . cmd 3:00-5:00 p .m. 
at 
HATHAWAY HOUSE 
A Cooperative Bookshop 
~103 Central Street Wellesley 
Deal with a womans body 
like a woman. 
Today's woman recognizes 
that vaginal odor can be a problem 
any day of the month. But it's a 
problem you can banish with 
Bidette. Instantly, easily 
Bidette Towelettes are lint·free 
cloths moistened with a medically 
correct lot ion to cleanse, deodorize 
and freshen the outer vaginal area. 
Soothingly, safely. So safely many mothers 
use clinically tested Bidette on baby too ! 
Foil-sealed and disposable, they go anywhere. 
Bidette Mist is the ideal vaginal spray. 
Gentle, refreshing, instantly effective, 
pleasant and easy to use. 
In either convenient form, Bidette offers the 
ultimate 1n intimate protection . For complete 
full month feminine assurance keep Bidette 
handy always and deal with a woman's 
problem Ike a woman Discreetly. 
Towelettes 1n dozen, two dozen and 
economy packages at drugstores, in Canada 
too Buy the Mist now and get a filled purse· 
size atomizer FREE! 
1 1 v.ould 1.ke 10 try 8000110 Pleas" 
~nd tl"le tehHable P.;rs.e-Pack, 3 
To..,. '!ltUt\ ana l • ter~ture. t enclose 
2'5C 10 covtr poita&e al'\O hand1tng 
~~.~&;.0;~80~~"'/.u8t~,~~~or~f~oVi·10 
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C1tv---------
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gresswomen who voted against the 
Lincoln-Dickey Dam which would 
have eliminated the problem of 
blackouts and brownouts in the 
Northeast. She has demonstrated 
that her loyalties are to the Re-
publican administration and not to 
her constituency. 
Peace Candidate Ya/ fe 
Bert Yaffe has been making news 
for a long time now. A resident of 
Fall River and active in Demo-
cratic politics, Mr. Yaffe was the 
first member of the Democratic 
Party in Massachusetts to publicly 
break with President Johnson over 
the Vietnam War. He publicly sup-
ported Senator Eugene McCarthy 
in his e.ff orts to win the presidency 
and ran the McCarthy for Presi-
dent campaign in Massachusetts. 
He helped organize Mass. PAX 
and CPP (Citizens for Participa-
tion Politics) and at present he is 
vice-president of Mass. PAX. 
In November of 1969, Mrs. 
Heckler finally broke all pretense 
of desiring peace in Vietnam. After 
writing to her constituents on Oct. 
31, 1969, and calling for "an end 
to the senseless killing" and an 
" immediate cease fire," she signed 
the petition supporting the Presi-
dent's actions. 
Call to Action 
When appealed to by Mass. PAX 
and other local peace groups, Mrs. 
Heckler stated that she supported 
the President and would never un-
der any circumstances meet with 
a peace group or attend a mora-
torium rally. She further stated 
that she would not even consider 
discussing the war with her con-
stituents. It was at this time that 
Bert Yaffe made his decision to 
run. 
Here in Wellesley, Mrs. Heck-
ler's home town, a wide open cam-
paign is being waged. The cam· 
paign is using the person-to-person 
approach. The effort will swing 
into full force on Sun., Oct. 11 
with a force of Wellesley adults 
and Wellesley College students. 
Two full weeks of canvassing are 
planned and every home in Welles-
ley will be contacted. 
Tonight, at 7:30 p .m. in the MIT 
Lounge at Schneider, Prof. Wil-
liam Goldsmith of Brandeis wiU be 
here to explain what interested 
students can do for Yaffe. Dr. 
Gould, who is supervising the cam-
paign, will come to the campus 
again on Sunday morning, October 
1 1, to help get things started and 
to explain canvassing techniques. 
Those interested in helping should 
call Sue Pryor in Pomeroy Hall. 
GIANT BLOW-UP 
213 ft. Poster (black I. white) 
Send any black 
& white or color 
photo up to SxlO" 
(no negatives 
please) to: 
RONALD JAYE Poster Service 
P.O. Box 43 
Plainview, N.Y. 11803 
Enclose cash, check or money 
order (no C.0 .0.'s) in the amount 
of $3.50 for each blow-up. 
Original material returned un· 
damaged. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Allow 30 
days fo r delive ry. Ad d 45¢ for 
postage & handling. 
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rhUl9day,Oct.ober8,1970 
NEWS 
needs a proofreader 
every Wednesday afternoon 
for four or five hours 
starting at 12: 15 p.m. 
GENEROUS SALARY 
Contact Candy Fowler for details 
237-0920 
POETRY PRIZE 
Beginning with the Spring 19'71 
Issue, Alk.ahest: American Col:tqe 
Poetry will award annually a first 
prise or $100.00 and a record prize 
of fG0,00 for tbe best undergradu-
ate poems publ.l!lbed lo Alkabest 
that year. Published by Wesleyan 
Unlvenllty Presa In Middletown, 
ConnecU~ Alkabest Ill a &eml· 
annual . magulne of superior 
poetry written by ondeqradmteB 
In American colk>ges and nntver-
sltlea. P- are eelected by a 
a o m m I t t e e of undergradnate 
judgi!s, each dlstlngulsbed by bllll 
own school as a poet or perceptive 
mttic. 'nle cJeadllne for submls· 
Blom for tbe Spring 19'71 l8llUCI ls 
November L 
Albhest bas published poems 
911bm1tted by students from seven. 
ty•ftve IMtltutfons across the Uni-
ted States, and It has proved to be 
a springboard for fwther publlca· 
tfon of new poetw. The f'.rst book 
oL. poems .. by Dugan GUman, 
whose poetry appeared In the first 
Issue of Alkahest, wUI be published 
by Wesleyan Unl\'el'lllty Press In 
the Spring of 111'71. 
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CONSERVATION FIL'! 
The ftlm, "The Great Conserva· 
tlon Principles", starrlng Richard 
Feynman, wtll be shown ln ll2 
Pendleton Eut today, Oct. 8, at 
S p.m. Everyone ls cordially ln· 
vitecL 
WANTl!D1 
For "Legenda": photography, 
staff, and editor. Call Trudy Han· 
mer at 2S'H.55'1. 
School of Law 
Hofstra University 
. . . the newest in the nation and the first in 
New York State in over 40years, and opened 
1970 
• 
Applications for admission of a limited 
number of selected students now being 
considered for the first-year program in 
SEPTEMBER, 1971 
FOR ADMISSION INFORMATION, 
CALL, WRITE, OR VISIT 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY 
HEMPSTEAD, LONG ISLAND, N. Y. 11550 
TELEPHONE (516) 560-3636 
·lJN IV E RS l'f'{· 
PACK It STACK It STOW 11 
The Royce Union Folding Bike. 
It does this. Anc this. 
When you're not using it to get from here to there, or any place in between, this 
genuine Royce Union Folding Bike takes up half the space of an ordinary, non-
foldlng bike. You can put it in a car trunk, tuck it in a closet, stash it in a plane or 
on a boat. It's a full size 20" bike big enough for a six-footer. Has dual brakes, white 
walls, lights, luggage rack, kickstand, comes in green with chrome. Priced at only 
$56. plus $2. shipping. Send check, Master Charge or Uni-Card number to: AIR-
CRAFT FRANCHISE SYSTEMS CORP., Sportsmen's Products Division, Dept. C, 
Box 177 South Station, Yonkers, New York 10705. 
RIDE IT. FOLD IT. GET IT. 
PROP. HERBERT MABCUS 
TO SPEAK 
Professor Herbert MarCOBCI, 
formerty ot Brandeis Unlwnity 
and oow profOllSOr .of polttcal 
pbllosophy at the Unlvenlty or 
California ln San Dlego, will spea.11; 
at Ford Rall Forum In Jordan 
Hall, Gslnsboro Street, Boston, on 
Stm., Oct. 11 at 8 p.m. 
Author of One-Dimensional Man 
and Eros and Civiliza'tion, both 
best sellers which expomid his 
libertarian pbll080phy, Prof. Mar-
<'IJSe wtll ~peak on ",\re We ln 
the !'fiddle of a Revolutlonf" ms 
other writings are considered to 
be the province of scholars and 
no~ for mus consumption. 
The Fonl Ball Forum programs 
are open to the entire community, 
and admlsslon tl<'keta are not r&o 
quired. A question and answer 
period follows tho spealrer'e ad· 
dreS8. Doon wlll open at '1:«5 p.m. 
POPOVER'S 
13 Central St. 
Take a break 
from dorm food. 
A friendly place 
for a meal or snack 
When you know 
it's for keeps 
SCHNEIDER SCllEDULING 
In order to avoid ooutaeluu hi 
the scheduling of tile ue of the 
rooms In Schnelder College Center, 
please check with the Coordlna· 
tor of Spedal Events In Room MB 
Green (telephone extemloo 388) 
befoJ'C you put any notloos on the 
Index Board about meetings In the 
Schnelder College Center. Qoeed 
events do not need to be cleared 
through the Extra-Omicular 
Schedule Committee, but any use 
or space, especially In Sclmelder • 1 





° CiNf MA 
2 DAYS ONLY 
Wed. & Thurs. 7 & 9 p.~ 
An Even'ing Wfth 
THE ROYAL IAl.LIT 
St.rii Fri. Oct. 9 
.. AIRPOlr' 
Sliown Nigtrtly 
6:45 .. 9:05 
Mat. 2:00 Sat. SUll. Mon. 
Happily, all your special moments together will be 
symbolized forever by your engagement and 
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the 
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality 
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement 
diamond is flawless. of superb color, and precise 
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of 
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow 
pages under " Jewelers." 
~psa.ke® 
REGISTERED DIAMOND R I NGS 
R•ngsl..,.., S I00 10 $ 10.000 T·MRog AH PondC~ 
·------------------------, I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I I Pleose send new 20 pag e booklet, " Plonnlng Your Engag ement and Wedding" I 
I ond ,full co)or, folder, both for only 25c. Also, tell me how to obtain the beoutilul 44 page Bride s Keepsake Book e t half price. F·70 I 
I I I NoM< I 
,_ I 
I c;~ C4 I 
I St••  z;o I 
~~~~~':!."~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J 
mind expansions 
MIDDLETOM, OONN. - ntteen Wesleyan studenl8 were mernbet'6 of 
a group of tmr.ty who spent tbe summer in 15rael m..der the a~pices of 
the Ismel Summer Project. The Project, sponsored by Wesleyan, was 
coordinated by University Rabbi George Sobelman. The sruded::S attended 
intensive classes in Bil>lica.l .Archeoiogy, the Hisroncal Georgrapby of 
Israel, and F.ield Archeology durq their first week in Israel. This helped 
prepare them for an archeologioal dig near modern Beer6tleba where they 
slept in captured Egyptian Army tents. · 
WILLLUfSToWN, MASS. - Wllliam.~ College sponsored an experi-
mental educa.tiooal program last year. The program, called Wiilllams--in-
India was under tbe direction of an assistant profeS'SOl" of political science. 
Seventeen students in tile prognun spent the first semester emersed in a 
run program of. lnd1a area studies. They spent the next five months in 
India. 
WASllINGTON - (DISPATal NEWS) - The FBI is not waiting for 
more money or congressional approval to UM!stigate student unrest Its 
agents are already on campus. The evidence indicates the FBI( because of 
miscalculation and Hs usually myopic view of radicalism), is struggli~ 
desperately ro catch up with developments in the student left. When FBI 
Direc!Dr J . Herbert Hoover, with support from President N'IXOn, asked 
for 1,000 new agents for uses in cases of campus violence, the back to 
school movement by FBI officials had already begun. In the Jast six 
months the FBI has quietly created "new left desks" in ~ts oflioes through-
out the country, ~Ling in areas wbidl are nearby activist cami>-
uses. There is the old complaint lrom local police "that the FBI eagerly 
takes their information and gives none in return. In 'the Wisconsin bomb-
ing case, for example, fooal police ttwice arrested the~ (on routine 
traffic investigations) but le't them go because the F1BI didn't tell anyone 
they were wanted. Also the FBrs old, imnaUtbic view of the left (which 
tt got trom the ChmmuniSt Party and swallowed whole) has made it tm-
able to discern impar.tiant strategic differences among the organizations 
of the new l~l 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. - William R. Baird, the 'birth control advocate, 
is currently oireulating petitions to permit a referendum on the repeal of 
the Massachusetts sex and abortion Jaws. The referendum 'WOllld repeal 
state laws against oral-genital contract ("unnatural and lascivious acts"). 
sodomy blasphemy, and abortion. It would "make legal what everyone 
dOOIS aiready," Baird said. In order to put the question on the ballot 
next year Baird must get 62,000 petition signatures by mid-November. 
This fall Baird is running as an Independent against F.dwa.rd M. Ken-
nedy and Josiah Spaulding for ithe United States Senate. Issues he is 
bringing out in bis campaign are: immediate withdrawal trom SoUtheast 
Asia legalization of birth control and abortion, prison reform, taxation 
af ~e producing property owned by churches, and legalization of mari-
juana. 
THEATRE GAMES WORKSHOP 
The Wellesley College '111eatre 
announces a Theatre Games Work· 
shop for the fall term, beginning 
Sun., Oct. 11, at 8:00 A.M., ln 
Alumnae Ball. The free format wtll 
Involve experiments ln group dy· 
namle11, Interactions, role tune· 
tlonlng ,Improvisations, and other 
awarenes11 and relationship tech-
nlqoe9, many of the8e as evolve.d 
In the guerilla theatre workshop 
active d u r I n g last sprtng's 
"llbike." The eesaloM will be led 
by Paul R. Barstow, Chairman of 
the Theatre Studk'lt Department. 
Tboee Interested lhould contact 
Mr. Bantown (!S5·5859). The 
9Chedale of !leSSlons will be 
evolved when the sroop Is formed, 
bat a hdl eommltment to regular 
partlclpatlaa Is required. 
OOR1'1 ART VOTING 
Vote now in Jc~tt for th~ object 
In the Dormltury Art Loen Exhibit 
that you woold most like to see 
purchased tor the permanent 
Dormitory Art Collection. Votlng 




40 CENTRAL STREET 
287-8200 
"A FRIEND IS SOMEONE 
WHO LIKES YOU" 
. . 
A handpalnted Friend figurine from the book, "A Friend 
Is Someone Who Like You" by JOAN W~B ANG-
LUND, who will be at Hathaway House Bookshop 
Friday, Oct.ober 9, from 10:80 - 11:80 a.m. and 3-5 p.m. 
DETERMINED PRODUCTIONS, creat.ors of this and 
other Anglund figurines, also presents Anglond Pocket 
Dolls, ~Jund Chara.ct.er Dolls, Friend Paper Dolls, 
Anglund Date Books and Paperweights and Coloring 
Books and Christmas Cards and Posters and they are 
..0 at 
HATHAWAY HOUSE 
A Cooperative Boolcshop 
103 Central Street Wellesley 
COX ..\T CUMBRES 
L e a d I n g rontemporary theol-
cgian, Dr. Harvey Cox, a profes· 
sor t't the Harvard DlvlnJty 
Schcol, wm be the focal point dur-
ing the wet>kend or October 9·11 at 
Cumbres, the exverlmental learn-
ing community In Dublin, New 
Rampshln-. 
Dr. C-0x recently returned from 
Belgium "1here he W"S the key 
oni:antr.er of the Byzanttr.e Easter 
celebration - a unique synthesis 
of tradltion11I Christian mass and 
a VRrlety of t>lements of moden1 
culture. Th6 same ceremony was 
held lftst spring In Bostcm and was 
met with praise. 
Revltallrstton of Western relig· 
tous symbols Is P. r,ecesslty to aid 
lo restoring a faith In shared bu· 
manlty Bay& Dr. <»x. He has pub-
lished several books on the sub-
ject, of which The Secular City 
and The Feast of Fools are the 
most well known. 
Dr. Cox ls re-tum~ to Cumbres 
for the second time In oue of sev-
eral programs at this center dedi· 
catecl to the exploration of tradlt-
lonaJ Md newly·created pRths of 
the spiritual life. 
For further lnfonnatlcn, contact 
Wyn Hoag at Cumbres. 
There's no other tampon like 
Playtex. Outside, soft and silky, 
not cardboardy. Inside, so extra 
absorbent, it even protects on 
your first day. That's why we 
call it the flrst·day tampon. 
In every lab test against the 
old cardboardy kind, the 
Come See Us 
See You 
.JunJor Show 
October l '7 and 18 
PLEASB OOMPLY 
All leCten. artkllM, bcmi8, re-
leuee, aad DOdeee 1abmltted to 
NMt'll for paNlcatloD alloaW eom-p., wltla .. tollawbw reqalre. 
men.bl: All flf1IP7 -- be Q'pecl, 
cJoable IP9ced ... lllhmlttecl wltla 
a earlloa. Maqlm llboalcl be itet 
at 11 ud • (a 'II 1pmce Diie). 
If Clp7 .. DOt reoelftid .. ..... 
...... by lllODday -- pdcir to 
~ oa 'J'lmnday, It mq 
aot appear la New1. AU letten 
-- be .aped aad .. brief .. 
,_.o,le. New. rWftii tlle rfPt 
.. pablbla ...., lllUen reprmmta. 
tlve ol clUfeftat ~ ud 
may 8Dt prllit d leder8 It re-
oeln.. 
Playtex tampon was always 
more absorbent. Actually 45% 
more absorbent on the average 
than the leading regular 
tampon because of the unique 
way it's made. Actually adjusts 
to you. Flowers out, fluffs out, 
protects every inside 
•eand on th' ,.. ,,,, women's uu of ten tamoons per month. 
Thursday, Oct.ober 8, 1970 
Application. Llcetues. etc. 
Paaport Plaotos pl•s Plaotos For 
Custom Photo FrOIMS 
BUBER TS 
IJ Ce11tral Street 
inch of you. 
Once you try it, we think 
you'll love it. That's why we're 
making you this special "two 
months free" offer. 
So go Jhead. Use the coupon 
and get more than two months' 
supply free. 
r-----------------------------, 
I Here's 50¢ for my more than two months' supply of Playtex tampons. I Send in a plain brown wrapper, please. I O Regular O Super 
1
1 Name--------..,...---:-----------(please print) I I Address _ ________ _________ _ 
I 
I City State Zip. __ _ 
I Mail coupon to: International Playtex Corporation, .Dept. 580, P.O. 
I Box 2205 Wilmington Delaware 19899. Offer expires January 31, L2~~~~~~~w_:~~~~~~~~~~----------J 
Pla)'lH. Is th• r~itat~red trademark of the lntern1tlon1I P11ytex Corp., Dover. Del. 01970 lntem1Hon1I Playtex Cotp. 
